The utilization of QR code for mobile marketing in fashion business has been receiving growing attention with the increasing smart phone users and wireless internet environment. The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of utilizing QR code for mobile marketing on consumer's purchasing intention based upon TAM model. This research was conducted by questionnaire method, in which the questionnaire was distributed to the consumers in Seoul. Among the questionnaire returned from the consumers, 196 were selected to be included in the analysis by developing descriptive statistics, factor analysis, cronbach's alpha, and regression analysis using SPSS15.0.
The Uniqlo employees' jumping picture put on Uniqlo web site for improving cooperation image by showing activity and positive image("Idea in Ad", 2010).
Kelburn Figure 2
Kelburn made big effectiveness using Kelburn code which means QR code used in all stores for designers explaining products directly(M. Lee, 2010) .
Victoria Secret
Earlier this year, Victoria's Secret took to the mobile advertising world and incorporated QR Codes into their undeniably clever "Sexier than Skin" campaign.
The concept was simple: Huge billboards were installed with nearly nude models. QR Codes were then placed over the most "revealing" areas, enticing users to scan the codes to reveal the secret -the secret being their line of women's undergarments (Desai, 2013) . Skechers QR code advertises how to make good shape with Skechers' walking shoes. Taking QR code accesses various designs Sketchers' shoes and the information of working out. Also QR code accesses on-line store for getting product that customers want(G. Kim, 2010) . Figure 3 CK jeans advertises product using its big and red QR codes as it is on the outdoor billboard. The advertisement arouses curiosity without its model or product's image not only to smart phone users but also to people who are not smart phone user (Same example: Louis Vuitton, Bean Pole accessory) (Indvik, 2010) .
CK jeans
밀도를 가진다(G. Choi, 2008) 
